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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

THE EMOTIONAL SCALE

generating
joy
Quick fixes to help you lift your mood in

a few minutes and soon have you feeling
good, better, joyful, ecstatic and perhaps
even best :)

Whether life has happened to you, youʼre

depressed or you just need to feel positive
and hopeful again to be able to manifest
and allow your future, this toolkit of

exercises will help you change your mood
and outlook easily, with resources you
already have around you.

If happiness is a decision, then these are

the tools you need to choose to be happy
every single day.

There are varying degrees of feeling good or bad on
the emotional scale and we often sabotage ourselves
by trying to jump from feeling depressed and
powerless at the bottom of the scale, all the way up to
feeling joyous at the top end of the scale, in one leap.
Sadly, because weʼre aiming so high so quickly, we often
fail to reach that target and then feel more like a failure
because we canʼt seem to even feel good.
Understanding where you are on the emotional scale does
help you enormously, because it makes it easier to break
your journey up into steps, for you to reach only for each
next-best-feeling emotion and systematically work your
way up the scale to joy and appreciation.
You can climb on at any level of the scale and work your
way up and itʼs a powerful tool to use to scale your
affirmations so that theyʼre more effective, because you
resonate with them.
When you really believe and agree with something, or are
aligned with it on multiple levels, especially energetically,
itʼs called resonating. Resonance means that your
energetic body and system are in agreement with the
statements and therefore draw the reality to you more
quickly.
You can use the scale in many ways, either to identify
where you are and give yourself a bit of peace and a
direction to go, or you can use and modify the statements
for each level to use as affirmations to help you reach the
next level.
You can also just read the script in your head or out loud
as a way of mentally working yourself up the scale. You
can even use it as a guide for an EFT tapping script, or to
set intentions for the BodyTalk Cortices Tapping process.
The emotional scale is originally based on the
Abraham-Hicks Emotional Guidance Scale, as seen in Ask
and it is Given, which is a great book to read if you are
interested learning more about managing your emotions
and using them as a tool to manifest, align and allow.

irritation
frustration
impatience

hopefulness
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Itʼs perfectly normal to feel frustrated and overwhelmed sometimes
and it makes the joyous moments of life taste so much sweeter.

Everyone experiences frustration when they are learning something
new, and what Iʼm learning is the universe preparing me for glorious
future, beyond what I could ever imagine for myself.
Even though I cannot see how
this will all work out in my
favor, I trust that the universe
has a higher purpose in mind
for me.

depression
powerlessness
despair
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Even though I feel
powerless and I despair
that nothing will ever
change, I still deeply and
completely accept myself.

worry

I open myself to a new beginning and embrace
the marvelous adventure that lies before me with
my arms and heart wide open.

boredom
Even though patience is not my
strong suit and it feels like Iʼve been
stuck here forever, I still completely
and deeply love and accept myself.

optimism

I trust that things are manifesting
behind the scenes for me, and that
when the floodgates open, the sweet
and bountiful reward will be well
worth the wait.

I am hopeful and optimistic that
my future looks bright and
exciting, filled with love,
laughter, adventure and joy.
Itʼs my time now and Iʼm ready
for the next step now.

disappointment
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discouragement

rage
anger
14
hatred

I trust that the chaos I see means
that the universe is rearranging
itself in my favor.

revenge
jealousy
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insecurity

Even though things didnʼt work out for me this
time, it doesnʼt mean that that will always be true.
Good things are happening for me too - my lucky
break is just around the corner.

unworthiness
Even though I know I could have done more, and better, to make a
difference to this situation, I still deeply and completely accept myself.

I acknowledge my feelings of guilt and unworthiness, free of anger, and
I trust that the universe wants to support me and wants me to do well.
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I know now my time is near:
I see signs around me
everywhere I look.
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Even though I have faced
challenges, obstacles and even
failure, I know that I am being
prepared for greatness.

guilt

eagerness
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pessimism

I know that like everything
in life, this is a stage and it
will pass.
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YES!
I want, I choose, I am ready and I canʼt wait to
begin living the life of my dreams!

Miracles are an order of nature, a natural
occurence, and I am realistic:
I expect miracles everyday.

blame
doubt

enthusiasm

I am so lucky and so richly blessed with
abundance in every positive form that I now know
that my time has come:

Every day the universe manages a hundred
gazillion miracles and I am ready for a miracle to
take place in my life.

I know that the obstacles I face
are only temporary, and each
is designed to push me in the
direction of my highest
purpose so that I donʼt miss
out on the joy that lies in store
for me in the fiuture.

grief
fear

Everyday, in a million ways, my life is showered
in blessings from the universe, so many of them
unexpected.
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overwhelm

I am loved and supported by the universe and I
truly know that it wants me to do well.
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contentment
I am happy and grateful for the
many opportunities that I have
had in my life.
I trust that many more
adventures lie ahead of me on
my path and I welcome the
opportunities the universe will
present to me now and in the
future.

Itʼs my time now and Iʼm ready
for the next step.

passion

My very insides burn with the
passion and fire of excitment
and anticipation.

positive

Everything Iʼve been working
towards, everything Iʼve been
waiting for is just around the
corner - I can feel it in my
very bones.
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expectation
belief

I deserve joy, love, freedom,
happiness, excitement,
adventure and every single
wonderful unexpected
surprise the universe has in
store for me.

I am loved and supported
by the universe and I truly
know that it wants me to
do well.
I open myself to the many
blessings the universe is
lining up for me everyday
and I welcome them with
my arms wide open and a
resounding:
YES! YES! YES!

happiness

Every day of my life is filled to
overflowing with love, laughter
and happiness - I am truly
blessed.
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trust
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faith

I am a beloved child of the universe and I
am aligned with the highest purpose the
universe holds for me.

I trust the universe to bring me not only
what I want, but what I need, so that I may
grow to become the greatest expression of
my glorious soul.
I am honored, blessed and humbled to
inhabit this body for this lifetime and I
promise to embrace every day as a brand
new and glorious adventure.

Every day I experience the most
incredible blessings from the
universe: people I meet that help
me, events that play out in my
favor everytime.
I am enjoying every second of
this marvelous adventure called
life and I spread my bliss to
everyone I encounter. I am a
shining light to the world.

love
joy
freedom
appreciation
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empowered
The very centre of my soul and
essence of my being are aligned
with true appreciation and being
so close to source they can only
sing thank you.

I am a blessed and loved child of
the universe and I know that I
need only ask, believe and allow
to realise any dream I may
desire.
I am excited to embrace every
new day and every day I
experience the incredible bounty
and abundance that the universe
has endless access to.
I know that I am love.
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Life Coaches Toolbox has a number of free
diagnostic tools and resources that coaches,
trainers, mentors and managers can use with
clients, or that you can use on your own.
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Affirmations
Anchoring
Belief Systems
BodyTalk Tapping
Boundary Setting
Building Trust
Chakras
Chinese Medicine
EFT Tapping
Eliminating Ego
Energy Work
Energetic Protection
Fear & Anxiety
Feeling Stuck
Fighting & Arguments
Focus & Motivation

Forgiveness
Gratitude & Appreciation
Generating Joy
Human Strategies
Inner Voice
Intuition
Keeping Your Cool
Manifestation
Mental Exercises
Physical Spaces
Relationship Rehab
Shifting Crises
Shock & Trauma
Meditations
Mudras
Writing Processes

